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Abstract 
This paper presents the theoretical basics of the academic model of workshop analysed in the research in terms of spatial 
cognition. The purpose is to analyse the theoretical considerations of the workshop and to identify the possible algorhythm of 
spatial cognition. The intellectual model analysed demonstrates that the workshop is not a more sophisticated ”innovation” but 
the potential itself is literally a question to growing complexity in sense to prepare a stategy (tactics, processes, best practices). 
All successful practices are based on underlying models: military, navigation, education, arts, and so on. That could experience 
some changes -in coaching for aerospace, in coaching for army, in training for computing technology, etc- simultaneously or not.   
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1. Introduction 
The paper presents the theoretical bases of the workshop analysed in our research about gender and spatial 
cognition. Beyond the fact that our approach is multiparadigmatic (Trif, 2014) in focus –there are inter-, trans- and 
counterdisciplinary results- and in the neuroscience literature (Dayan, 2002) are invariant and non-invariant 
regularizations of the findings there are no consensus (Reynolds and Heeger, 2009) about coaching or training for 
topography on visual cortex (Dayan, 2004). This reflection is the starting point of the investigation. The purpose is to 
analyse the theoretical considerations of our workshop on the novel ”Art of Conversation” after Ileana Vulpescu 
(1992) and to identify the possible algorhythm of spatial learning (Trif, 2011). The design of the workshop consisted 
in some steps presented as follows: preparation for workshop; exercises; coaching and training on spatial cognition; 
project. Because our reaserch was qualitative and use multimethods (Trif, 2014) the most important danger in 
absence of the grant to cover the investigation was the multiple interpretive ways of the findings (Trif, 2012). We 
consider that the variety of the empirical materials (Trif, 2013) involved within the investigation – personal 
experience, spatial reasoning, introspection, interview, narratives, life story, cultural text, film and so on – might be 
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the way to make a bridge between individual differences of spatial processing. In order to achieve the purposes, we 
present the theoretical basis: 
x The issue of spatial intelligence according to the literature in the field ( Sternberg, 2004) 
x Introspection or personal experience about the house (house as space of living day by day) 
x Semiotics of photos (photos’ language of the space or photos as images of the ordinary space) 
x Visual brain (Fields, 2008) and the semiotics of the living space (analysing photos of the yachts, boats, different 
types of houses, various design of inside the houses and so on) 
x Cultural text of Ileana Vulpescu taken as pretext to investigate the spatial abilities of the population target 
x Semiotics of the British film about houses in England (”Homes”) 
x Group project: drawing and explaining the design of the ideal house to live in.  
From the vantage point of theoretical considerations involved in this experiment we consider the description of 
the house by Ileana Vulpescu the keyframe and the other steps of the workshop are the interframes.  
The rhetorics (Halliday, 1994) of spatial cognition is diverse in the current literature of the field and allows for  
identifying of a set of key words (Taylor, 2013): spatial knowledge, spatial cognition, spatial discrimination, spatial 
language, attention, imagery, learning, working memory, robots or artificial intelligence, spatial mind, spatial 
perspective taking (Matsumoto, 2009), developmental psychology, sociology of education, ethnography of school, 
learning management, etc. Because our research is empirical and qualitative, we intend to highlight the 
methodological deficiencies of multiliteracy results (Trif, 2014). The aim of this paper is the collection of the 
reflections that are critical for adopting the resolutive models. 
 Sometimes there is confusion between spatial intelligence, imagery and creativity. It is necessary to clarify that 
this investigation was conducted in terms of spatial cognition: each of us have any idea about an object. This object 
turns into image and we have different cognitive representations about various objects. The most important is that 
each of us transformes images from our mind into a new object, a re-created object, a re-invented or an improved 
object. This process of transforming the space –in this case we consider the space as ‘working-object’- was pointed 
in the research. 
The personal experiences of people about the house are multiple and various. The mental image about house 
varies from culture to culture, from the register of space (sizes and shapes) to affective register, from architectural 
views to demographic conditions, from educational requirements to psychological senzitivities and so on. In our 
research the introspection about homes as place to live is connected to semiotics of photos as languge of social space 
and to the British film - ”Homes”. Each house is judged from the vantage point of its functions because each house 
might be anticipated in accordance with space solutions: space to eat, space to sleep, space to general activities, 
space for guests, intimacy space, etc. The register concerning the homes was presented by photo language: igloo, 
homeboat, manison, flat, yacht, cottage, palace, caravan, bungalow and so on. According to these various cognitive 
representations about the house the space register was delineated. The semiotics of registers illustrates multiple 
categories of analysis: architectural space (inside home, outside home, common space to live, inside boat, outside 
boat), sociologically space (lifestyle – for examples, the Versace style, typical homes for British, the scandinave 
style, the Alps style, the Romanian style after Ileana Vulpescu’s description), dimmensional space (new space – new 
houses, old space – old houses, small space – small houses, large space – large houses), daily space (unusual space – 
unusual house, ordinary space – ordinary house), space as a whole (entire space - detached houses, the Buckingham 
Palace as the most famous British home, house with garden, description of the house after Ileana Vulpescu’s novel; 
partitions space - semi-detached houses). The space cognition  was investigated in architectural view because of the 
huge numbers of possibilities to examine the process of the improving image of the target population about the space 
(house). Two perspectives were analysed: a)architecture for house (home) b)navigation architecture. Both lines were 
couched and trained in terms of 1) deck space (deck house) and 2) arrangement plan for house and deck house 
(space).         
2. Wording on Data 
The narratives collected refer to the various axiologic dimmension of the house in sense of space: house as 
spiritual value, as economic value, as social or environment value, as moral value, as aesthetic value. Beyond these 
categories identified as the result of hermeutic analysis of the findings sometimes the wording could be considered a 
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confession about the space – in this case, the house – is reverberated by the respondents. Some narratives are 
relevant:  ”the  house  is  that  place  from  my  heart  where  I  come  back  to  and  refresh  myself”  (4);  ”by  house  I  
understand that  place  from my heart  and from my life  where  I  joint  my family,  my friends”  (5);  ”when I  think  of  
home, I think to family, especially of my mother and my granny” (12); ”when I say house I think of childhood” (15). 
These examples allow the identity of ordinary space in a way inaccesible by the mathematics of labs variables used 
in the experiments. Some of the findings might be pocessed in terms in psychoanalysis of space: ”By the word house 
I understand training, temple, love, thoughts, emotions, feelings” (16); ”a place where the freedom of expression is 
assured” (17); ”I think of holiday” (18). The most part of the discourses reflects the algorhythmic view of space: ”I 
think of a building having medium dimensions, with one or two floors. The perspective is alive from outside to 
inside house; in my mind come images with rooms having furnitures, even persons living in the house. After that my 
mind come back at home.” (23). The last answer reveals space cognition in terms of math lines: the house is an 
object that could be estimated by geometry and by size; this object is re-created in mind by two theoretical 
perspectives – outside and inside. This new picture is re-analysed and re-judged in terms of typical images of the 
house: the rooms are elements of the house and the furnitures are pieces of the rooms. Finaly, person that live in the 
house appear. The last plan of re-inventing the sense of the term house is the symbolic identity of the house – ”at 
home”. A lot of repondents re-identify the sense of space from the ”house” in the manner examined by algorhythmic 
view: ”The word house suggests the image of the building with small dimensions and the family environment when I 
grew” (11); ”a place when I come back, silence, family; could be everywhere; with all that is only stricty necessary, 
fresh air” (25), ” a space to live for a person; walls, rooms, objects, neighbors; garden” (26); ”home where to live 
with my family; dear persons / beloved ones; memories” (27);  ”house is the place where I grew, a place of my 
childhood; a spiritual place; the place where I was trained for the society” (29); ”a place for refuge; rooms; at home” 
(36); ”a building in an old style; a big yard and a lot green; the house where I grew-up” (37) ”.   
Beyond the large number of mediocre discourses about space, the respondent number 33 (a female) prove an 
unrutinised way to processing the meaning of space: ”the house is something close to my soul, it is the place of my 
birth, the house of my childhood, the house where I live now and is my refuge; the house is my country” (33). The 
elements that describe the personal representation about the space are adressed simply, specifying three 
psychological levels: emotional level, objective level (”refuge”), the metaphoric level (the country as a big house). In 
fact thess three levels of analysis could be compared with the following description (a male  answer): ”first of all, the 
notion of house inspire me something material, physically; it comes to my mind the image of a house but as a 
schemata cognitive representation. After that I think to inside house and especially I think of home. This inspire me 
the idea of returning / going back” (61). Both texts presented and examined here could suggest the spatial summation 
but in absence of a project or a grant to sustain the analysis of this complex issue we can not hypothesize about 
associations between dendritic brain and the findings.      
Sometimes the discursive elements are introduced unusual using a few words: ”family, emotions, unity” (6); 
”relationships, relax” (8); ”whole, communion” (7); ”moral, comfort” (20); ”building, comfort, beautiful 
environment” (41); ”the house is for me the place when I feel better” (60). The inventory of the affective meaning of  
the term ”house” is rich: ”...the house for me is my family; I could not imagine the house without my family” (66); 
”... the house is the place about which I have memories, friends and last but not at least there is my mother” (78); 
”the house is the place when you love and you are loved” (47); ”when I think of house I imagine a family composed 
by parents and children. A beautiful family when the children grew-up” (46). The spiritual meaning is often 
connected to the idea of moral understanding the space: ”the church could be a house, a house of all of us” (74); ”a 
shelter of the people, a fireplace” (73); ”in Christian terms, a house must be the model of a Christian family” (64). 
The idea of welfare is related to the word house: ”house is a safe place where I can relax myself” (71). The 
description of the house after Ileana Vulpescu is valued differently by the respondents. Some respondents consider 
that the house is typical only for a few counties from Romania: ”the house descripted by Ileana Vulpescu is typical 
for a part of Romanian counties” (71); ”this house is typical for Romania interwar period; today could be builded 
houses as in  the description of the novel” (67; 41); ”Ileana Vulpescu describes the house of the intellectuals because 
of the library, paintings, different art objects from diverse cultures” (66; 42); ”yes, I consider this house typical for 
Romania and I consider that each Romanian must have in the house the objects described by Ileana Vulpescu” (51); 
”the house has a Romanian specific.... because it suggests a feeling of tradition, authenticity, simplicity, pureness, 
clearity” (48); ”yes, the house is typical for the XIX to XX centuries” (47); ”it is about a modern house, from city, in 
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a rafinated style” (46); ”in part, is typical... is a house of the people with cultural taste” (44). Some respondents 
consider that the house is not typical for Romania: ”the house is not typical” (70; 68). Often the narrative promote 
uncertaintes or ambiguous principles: ”the libraries as in the description of the novel are present (in Romania) when 
the culture value is bigger than the money value” (65). An important percentage of the population target does not 
offer an answer to the question: ”this is a modern house” (72; 57); ”this is a lovely house”; ”it is about the social 
class; it depend by the historic vintage stage” (69); ”this is an aristocratic house” (60; 55); ”is a nobile, aristocratic 
house” (53); ”yes, it is and is not typical for Romania” (54). The house is associated with word ”space” as in the 
following examples: ”for each of us the house is the space where....” (58); ”I do not desire / like a house (in sense of 
space) alike in this description” (50); ”the house (in sense of space) is typical for people with open taste, oriented to 
culture” (49). 
We interpret the findings as follows. The steps of the workshop are similar to the mind-mapping techniques, to 
the psychological experiments that make possible the training of the pilots (air, military, police, special 
interventions) because requires special qualities of the target population. The real point is the possibility to re-think 
the whole investigations in terms of special needs of any fieldwork – spatial cognition for navigation, special 
cognition for army, etc. That could experience some changes -in coaching for aerospace, in coaching for army, in 
training for computing technology, etc- simultaneously or not.   
The ”academicism” (Trif, 2014) –as the most important limit of this approach- is the only one condition required 
for the progess of the science. The results make possible new applications in computers, in neuroscience (Daw, 
2006), in industrial resource for exploring the real world. The scholarly articles are not elaborated to report the 
results; the purpose is to evidence new sorts of skills (Gardner, 2008), capacities (Suchow, 2013), abilities 
(Davidson, 2003), attitudes or many types of specialists capacities. The outcomes of the study indicated that the 
unresolved questions might be discussed in future experiments even changing the keyframe and the interframes. In 
fact, it is natural to specify the goals and subgoals of the research with different frames.  
3. Conclusions 
We believe that the spatial rational or spatial cognition as part of the intelligence and the creativity are related to 
culture. The academic ability to space reasoning is not intelligence – the misconceptions are about the confusion 
between the spatial capacities and intelligence. Probably the intellectual model analysed demonstrates that the 
workshop is a more sophisticated ”innovation” but the potential itself is literally a question of growing complexity in 
sense to prepare a stategy (tactics, processes, best practices) for special activities. This model provides a way to 
evaluate spatial cognition by qualitative parameter. All successfuly practices are based on underlying models: 
military, navigation, education, arts, and so on. This proposed academic model is unique in the fieldwork and is 
more efficient than generating theoretical considerations as result on narratives of science (Trif, 2013). All possible 
combinations between practices and these suggestions might be predicted. The explanation we give for the workshop 
does not discuss about the comfort and discomfort of the participants.  We intend to replicate and extend the findings 
in other applications in order to generate realistic outcomes by a new detailed structure. 
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